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it—and keep things Below, added a robust deck plate under the foredeck with an eye to accept a turnbuckle and wire (at left) that
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also improve the
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as
and I prepared Entr’acte for our
mainsail is reefed, the length of the foot
Our inner forestay would have three
second voyage and debated adding roller
decreases and moves forward, shifting that
positions. The first would attach immedifurling. An intermediate stay like the
sail’s center of effort toward the mast. But
ately to the main stemhead fitting just aft
Roth’s, we reasoned, would offer redunwhen a headsail is furled under the same
of the roller furling drum. In this position
dancy if the headsail furler broke, and it
conditions, its center of effort remains
unchanged, so the net movement of the
would let us set a smaller headsail in windy we could hank on the 110 percent working
jib or a large nylon drifter. This would also
center of effort is forward, which tends to
conditions, taking the burden off that
be a better location to attach the sliding
single headstay.
unbalance the helm. Setting a headsail 3
tack strap of our new asymmetric cruising
feet further aft brings that sail’s center of
Attaching an inner forestay between the
effort aft, helping to balance the helm in
mast and deck would be easy. Our challenge chute. This strap is designed to wrap
around a furled genoa and slide up and
heavier winds.
was to position it correctly to gain the best
down to adjust the shape of the cruising
The third position would be stowed for
possible sail plan options and to make it
chute’s luff, which might be all right for a
when this stay is not needed. In our case,
easy to stow when not in use.
Sunday afternoon.
the wire, detached from its turnbuckle,
But for long
was just the right length to clip onto a
1⁄ -inch turnbuckle attached to a bail on
Fortuitously, measurements landed the aft attachment point for the new headstay
passages we did
4
between the two large cleats at the narrowest clear point on the foredeck. This is where not like the idea of
the starboard middle stanchion. The
the deck is least likely to flex under load, and the foredeck remains clear, below.
that strap chafing
turnbuckle would provide just enough
1
mile
after
mile
on
tension to keep it from slopping around,
The mast band is attached with ⁄4 x 20 machine screws drilled and tapped. It’s further
a furled, expenallowing the stowed stay to serve also as a
secured through a 1⁄2-inch stainless steel stud that passes completely through the mast
sive genoa and
stable handhold when needed. Attached
and compression tube. The stud also provides an attachment for tangs for running
backstays, at right.
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chute was not a viable option. We certainly
could have sailed a day at a time gybing
onto alternating tacks, but there had to be
a better solution. Finally, we came onto our
desired course, trimmed the mainsail and
genoa on starboard tack, hoisted our 110
percent working jib as a staysail with the
inner forestay in aft position, and poled it
out to starboard. Because the jib was small
and sailing by the lee, it did not drive us
very well, but it did funnel the wind quite
nicely into the large genoa, tricking it into
drawing properly. Once set, we continued

comfortably on our way for the next five
days.
Our inner forestay has been a rousing
success with results far better than we had
imagined. It’s a simple and economical
addition to our cruising rig and gives us most
of the advantages of a proper cutter. After
sailing thousands of miles with this system,
the only improvement we might make would
be to add a dedicated halyard winch.
editor.

is a
contributing
the drummer, and
the violinist,
met in the orchestra
pit of a Broadway
musical. They built
their Nor’Sea 27,
Entr’acte, from a
bare hull, and since
1980 have made four
transatlantic and one
transpacific crossing.
After spending a cou-

When not needed, the inner stay is attached to the
starboard center stanchion, held securely by a small
1
⁄4-inch turnbuckle. This allows enough tension to remove
the slack so the stay does not flop around and can be
reasonably secure if grabbed in a pinch, above left.
Because this project was in preparation for a transpacific
crossing, added tangs to the mast band for temporary
running backstays. He made the backstays by splicing
thimbles into lengths of Amsteel line. Simple block-andtackle setups supply tension, above middle.
When and
built Entr’acte they installed Schaffer
genoa cars, which have large, wide blocks to allow
multiple sheets. This meant they didn’t need to add more
blocks to accommodate the additional sheets, above.

ple of summers in southern Spain, and
shipped themselves and Entr’acte to Phoenix,
where they have refitted Entr’acte while keeping
up a busy concert schedule in the Southwest U.S.
They recently completed their latest project, a
children’s book, The Adventures of Mike the
Moose: The Boys Find the World.

The staysail rigged, with the inner stay set in the aft position. To use this,
genoa and stows the sheets forward, out of the way, at left.

rolls in the

A 1 x 6-inch oak plank added beneath the foredeck replaced two smaller backing blocks
and beefed up the entire area where two bow cleats and the forestay are attached, below.
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